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CLOTH EVALUATION APPARATUS
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a cloth evaluation
apparatus, and more particularly relates to a cloth evaluation

apparatus for measuring and evaluating the piercing property
and the cutting property With respect to a cloth in order to
preliminary knoW the suitability in mounting a button or an

eyelet onto various cloths using a mounting member.
[0002] When a button, an eyelet or the like (hereinafter
referred to as merely “button”) is mounted onto a cloth of

clothing etc., a sharp part of a mounting member is passed
through the cloth and then is plastically deformed on the
button. More particularly, after the button is held by an upper
die above the cloth as is horizontally placed, and the mounting
member is set on a loWer die beloW the cloth, the upper die is

moving means for moving the cloth or the measuring member
so that the measuring part passes through the cloth; a cloth
supporting means for supporting the cloth at around a pass

ing-through point, in the cloth, of the measuring part from
both sides of the cloth When the measuring part passes
through the cloth; and a load detecting means for detecting a
load being applied to the measuring member While the mea

suring part passes through the cloth, Wherein the measuring
part includes a piercing force measuring portion Whose outer
diameter gradually decreases toWard its acute tip and, after

the tip sticks the cloth, the piercing force measuring portion
can pass through the cloth While expanding a grain of the
cloth.
[0006] In the invention, a “cloth” includes sheet-like mate

rials such as textile, fabric, nonWoven fabric, felt, leather,
resin sheet and the like to Which a button can be mounted.

[0007]

In the invention, the measuring part of the measur

loWered by operating a press machine. Thereby, the sharp part
of the mounting member pierces the cloth upWard and then is
sWaged on the button by the upper die (a punch thereof). As a

ing member is passed through the cloth, and during the pass
ing the load being applied to the measuring member is

result, the button is ?xed to the cloth. If a button is mounted to
a certain cloth using an unsuitable mounting member, mount

of the piercing force measuring portion of the measuring part

ing defects such that the button easily comes off the cloth
Would be caused. Therefore, conventionally, the suitability or
the unsuitability of a mounting member or a combination of a
button and a mounting member With respect to a cloth is

determined by preliminary knowing the cloth thickness at the
time of applying a predetermined pressure to the cloth by
using a cloth thickness measuring apparatus as disclosed in

Japanese Patent No. 2989589.
[0003] HoWever, even though a combination of a cloth and
a mounting member (and a button) is judged to be suitable on
the basis of the cloth thickness under a predetermined pres
sure, it is knoWn that mounting defects With the button Would

be caused. This is mainly relevant to the material, Weaving,
knitting, overlapping, etc. of a cloth and hoW a sharp part of a

mounting member passes through the cloth (a cloth passing
through manner). As cloth passing-through manners of a

sharp part of a mounting member, generally there are a)
“piercing,” Where the tip of a sharp part sticks a point on the
cloth and then the sharp part expands a grain of the cloth While
piercing the cloth, and b) “cutting,” Where a tip face of a sharp
part pushes a part of the cloth in the passing direction and then
separate or cut the part from the cloth. The piercing property
With a cloth When a sharp part of a mounting member is
“piercing” the cloth or a force for piercing the cloth, or the

cutting property With a cloth When a sharp part is “cutting” the
cloth or a force for pas sing through the cloth can vary depend

ing on the material, Weaving, knitting, overlapping, etc. of a
cloth even if the thickness of each cloth under a predeter
mined pressure is same. This is seemed to in?uence a mount

ing property of a button.

[Patent Document 1] Japanese Patent No. 2989589
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] In vieW of the problems as mentioned above, an
object of the present invention is to provide a cloth evaluation
apparatus Which can grasp the piercing property and the cut
ting property With a cloth in advance.

[0005]

To solve the above-mentioned problems, according

to the invention, there is provided a cloth evaluation apparatus
comprising: a measuring member having, on its distal side, a
measuring part to pass through a cloth; a cloth/measuring part

detected by the load detecting means in real time. After the tip
sticks a point on the cloth, the piercing force measuring
portion can pass through the cloth While expanding a grain of
the cloth. At this time, the load just before the tip of the

piercing force measuring portion comes through the cloth is
speci?ed and evaluated as the piercing force With the cloth.

The passing through the cloth of the measuring part of the
measuring member is carried out by the cloth/measuring part
moving means moving one of the measuring member and the
cloth to the other. As the cloth/measuring part moving means,
for example, a mechanism in Which, When an operator grips
an operation lever or actuates a motor, a mover is moved via

a drive transmitting mechanism can be quoted, but not limited

thereto. When the measuring part of the measuring member
passes through the cloth, the cloth is pushed from both sides
by a cloth supporting means. Thereby, the cloth is prevented
from being taken along by the measuring part. The cloth/
measuring part moving means can doubly serve as a part of
the cloth supporting means. As a part of the cloth supporting
means, an elastic member can be used Which can folloW the

displacement of the cloth With respect to the measuring part of
the measuring member. Further, as the load detecting means,
a pressure sensor such as a load cell or the like can be pref

erably used, but not limited thereto.
[0008] According to another aspect of the invention, there
is provided a cloth evaluation apparatus comprising: a mea

suring member having, on its distal side, a measuring part to
pass through a cloth; a cloth/measuring part moving means
for moving the cloth or the measuring member so that the

measuring part passes through the cloth; a cloth supporting
means for supporting the cloth at around a passing-through

point, in the cloth, of the measuring part from both sides of the
cloth When the measuring part passes through the cloth; and a
load detecting means for detecting a load being applied to the
measuring member While the measuring part passes through
the cloth, Wherein the measuring part includes a cutting force
measuring portion having a shear face Which can push a part
of the cloth in the passing direction to separate the part from
the cloth as the measuring part passes through the cloth.
[0009] In the invention, the measuring part of the measur
ing member is passed through the cloth, and during the pass
ing the load being applied to the measuring member is
detected by the load detecting means in real time. The cutting
force measuring portion of the measuring part can press a part
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of the cloth (cloth part) in the passing direction by the shear
face at the time of passing through the cloth and separate the
part. At this time, the load just before the shear face of the
cutting force measuring portion separates the cloth part is

ing means, a displacement sensor such as a pulse coder and
the like, or a position sensor and the like can be preferably

speci?ed and evaluated as the cutting force With the cloth.

used, but not limited thereto.
[0014] In an embodiment of the invention, the measuring
part includes a cloth thickness measuring portion, to com

[0010] According to still another aspect of the invention, a
cloth evaluation apparatus comprising: a measuring member

press the cloth, proximally from the cutting force measuring
portion. The cloth thickness measuring portion compresses

having, on its distal side, a measuring part to pass through a

cloth; a cloth/measuring part moving means for moving the
cloth or the measuring member so that the measuring part
passes through the cloth; a cloth supporting means for sup
porting the cloth at around a passing-through point, in the
cloth, of the measuring part from both sides of the cloth When
the measuring part passes through the cloth; and a load detect

ing means for detecting a load being applied to the measuring
member While the measuring part passes through the cloth,
Wherein the measuring part includes a piercing force measur

ing portion Whose outer diameter gradually decreases toWard
its acute tip and, after the tip sticks the cloth, the piercing
force measuring portion can pass through the cloth While
expanding a grain of the cloth, Wherein the measuring part
includes a cutting force measuring portion adjacent proxi
mally to the piercing force measuring portion, the cutting
force measuring portion having a shear face Which can push a
part of the cloth in the passing direction to separate the part
from the cloth as the measuring part passes through the cloth.

[0011] In the invention, after the tip of the piercing force
measuring portion of the measuring part sticks a point on the

cloth, the piercing force measuring portion can pass through
the cloth While expanding a grain of the cloth. Then, the

cutting force measuring portion of the measuring part can
press a part of the cloth (cloth part) in the passing direction by
the shear face at the time of passing through the cloth and
separate the part. At this time, the load just before the tip of the
piercing force measuring portion comes out of the cloth is
speci?ed and evaluated as the piercing force With the cloth,
and the load just before the shear face of the cutting force

measuring portion separates the cloth part is speci?ed and
evaluated as the cutting force With the cloth.

[0012] In an embodiment of the invention, the cutting force
measuring portion includes an annular depression With a
decreased outer diameter betWeen the proximal end of the

piercing force measuring portion and the shear face, the outer
diameter of the proximal end being maximum in the piercing
force measuring portion, and a surface, in the annular depres
sion, on the proximal side of the measuring member serves as
the shear face. In this case, the cloth part, Which has been

spread out by the proximal end, With the maximal diameter, of
the piercing force measuring portion, restores to come into

the depression adjacent proximally to the proximal end.
Thereby, the cutting force measuring portion can securely
capture the cloth portion to be separated.

the cloth Without passing through the cloth and measures the
cloth thickness at the time When this compression force
reaches the predetermined value. This cloth thickness can be
obtained from the detection value from the displacement
detecting means at the time When the detection value from the

load detecting means reaches the predetermined compression

force (for example, 200 N).
[0015]

In an embodiment of the invention, the cloth sup

porting means includes an elastic member Which can support
the cloth While folloWing the movement of the cloth or the

measuring member. With such an elastic member, it is pos
sible to alWays push one side of the cloth at around a passing
through point. As an elastic member, a cylindrical rubber, a
coil spring and the like can be preferably used.

[0016]

According to another aspect of the invention, there

is provided a cloth evaluation apparatus comprising: a mea

suring member having, on its distal side, a measuring part to
pass through or compress a cloth; a cloth/measuring part
moving means for moving the cloth or the measuring member
so that the measuring part passes through or compresses the
cloth; a cloth supporting means or supporting the cloth at

around a passing-through point, in the cloth, of the measuring
part from both sides of the cloth When the measuring part
passes through the cloth or from one side of the cloth When the

measuring part compresses the cloth from the other side of the
cloth; a load detecting means for detecting a load being

applied to the measuring member While the measuring part
passes through or compresses the cloth; and a displacement
detecting means for detecting a displacement amount of the
measuring part With respect to the cloth, Wherein as the mea
suring member, a ?rst measuring member and a second mea
suring member can be exchangeably used, Wherein the mea

suring part of the ?rst measuring member is a piercing force
measuring portion Whose outer diameter gradually decreases
toWard its acute tip and, after the tip sticks the cloth, the
piercing force measuring portion can pass through the cloth
While expanding a grain of the cloth, Wherein the measuring
part of the second measuring member is a cutting force mea
suring portion having a shear face Which can push a part of the
cloth in the passing direction to separate the part from the
cloth as the measuring part passes through the cloth. In this

case, either of the ?rst measuring member having only the
piercing force measuring portion or the second measuring
member having only the cutting force measuring portion can
be suitably chosen to be used.
[0017] In an embodiment of the invention, as the measuring

[0013] In an embodiment of the invention, the cloth evalu
ation apparatus includes a displacement detecting means for

member, the ?rst measuring member, the second measuring

detecting a displacement amount of the measuring part With
respect to the cloth. By real-time detecting the amount of
displacement of the measuring part With respect to the cloth,
it is possible to associate the change in the load as being
applied to the measuring member betWeen the time When the
measuring part contacts the cloth and the time When the

used, and the measuring part of third the measuring member

measuring part ?nishes passing through the cloth With the
position of the measuring part Within the interval betWeen one
side and the other side of the cloth. As a displacement detect

member and a third measuring member can be exchangeably

is a cloth thickness measuring portion to compress the cloth.

In this case, either of the ?rst measuring member having only
the piercing force measuring portion or the second measuring
member having only the cutting force measuring portion or
the third measuring member having only the cloth thickness
measuring portion can be suitably chosen to be used.
[0018] According to still another aspect of the invention,
there is provided a cloth evaluation apparatus comprising: a
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measuring member having, on its distal side, a measuring part

[0024]

to pass through or compress a cloth; a cloth/measuring part

state Where a part of the cloth comes into a depression of the

moving means for moving the cloth or the measuring member
so that the measuring part passes through or compresses the
cloth; a cloth supporting means for supporting the cloth at

cutting force measuring portion after the piercing force mea
suring portion comes through the cloth;

around a passing-through point, in the cloth, of the measuring
part from both sides of the cloth When the measuring part

state just after the cutting force measuring portion has passed
through the cloth;

passes through the cloth or from one side of the cloth When the

[0026] FIG. 7 is a sectional explanation vieW shoWing a
state Where the pusher of the mover is inhibited from further

[0025]

FIG. 5 is a sectional explanation vieW shoWing a

FIG. 6 is a sectional explanation vieW shoWing a

measuring part compresses the cloth from the other side of the
cloth; a load detecting means for detecting a load being

moving by a deformed elastic member after the cutting force

applied to the measuring member While the measuring part

measuring portion passes through the cloth;

passes through or compresses the cloth; and a displacement
detecting means for detecting a displacement amount of the
measuring part With respect to the cloth, Wherein as the mea
suring member, a ?rst measuring member and a second mea
suring member can be exchangeably used, Wherein the mea

[0027] FIG. 8 is a graph shoWing the results of measuring
the cloth piercing force and the cloth cutting force;

suring part of the ?rst measuring member includes a piercing
force measuring portion Whose outer diameter gradually
decreases toWard its acute tip and, after the tip sticks the cloth,
the piercing force measuring portion can pass through the
cloth While expanding a grain of the cloth, and the measuring
part includes a cutting force measuring portion adjacent
proximally to the piercing force measuring portion, the cut
ting force measuring portion having a shear face Which can
push a part of the cloth in the passing direction to separate the
part from the cloth as the measuring part passes through the
cloth, and Wherein the measuring part of the second measur
ing member is a cloth thickness measuring portion to com

[0028] FIG. 9 is a sectional explanation vieW shoWing tWo
measuring members Which can be exchangeably mounted to
a stationary section ?xing part via an attachment;
[0029] FIG. 10 is a sectional explanation vieW shoWing a
measuring member in use Which has only a cloth thickness

measuring portion;
[0030]

FIG. 11 is a sectional explanation vieW shoWing the

measuring member in use Which has the piercing force mea

suring portion, the cutting force measuring portion and the
cloth thickness measuring portion;
[0031]

FIG. 12 is a sectional explanation vieW shoWing a

measuring member having only a piercing force measuring

portion;
[0032]

FIG. 13 is a sectional explanation vieW shoWing a

measuring member having only a cutting force measuring

press the cloth. In this case, either of a ?rst measuring member

portion;

having only the piercing force measuring portion or a second

[0033] FIG. 14 is a sectional explanation vieW shoWing
three kinds of measuring members Which can be exchange

measuring member having only the cutting force measuring
portion or a third measuring member having only the cloth
thickness measuring portion can be suitably chosen to be
used. In this case, either of the ?rst measuring member having

ably mounted to the stationary section ?xing part via the

the piercing force measuring portion and the cutting force
measuring portion or the second measuring member having
only the cloth thickness measuring portion can be suitably

measuring member Which has a piercing force measuring
portion and a cloth thickness measuring portion;

chosen to be used.

[0019]

In the present invention, the piercing force measur

ing portion and/or the cutting force measuring portion of the
measuring member is passed through the cloth, and at this
time the load just before the tip of the piercing force measur
ing portion comes out of the cloth is rated as the piercing force
With the cloth, and the load just before the shear face of the

attachment;
[0034]

FIG. 15 is a sectional explanation vieW shoWing a

[0035] FIG. 16 is a sectional explanation vieW shoWing a
measuring member Which has a cutting force measuring por
tion and a cloth thickness measuring portion;
[0036] FIG. 17 is a sectional explanation vieW shoWing
another example of an elastic member; and
[0037] FIG. 18 is a partially sectional explanation vieW

schematically shoWing another embodiment of the measuring
apparatus.

cutting force measuring portion separates the cloth part is
rated as the cutting force With the cloth. Thereby, the piercing
property and cutting property With the cloth can be easily
grasped in advance. Therefore, Whether a button can be
mounted suitably or not to a certain cloth using a mounting
member can be knoWn in advance at a high accuracy.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0038]

Hereinafter, preferable embodiments of the inven

tion Will be described With reference to the draWings. FIG. 1
is a schematic con?guration vieW of a cloth evaluation appa
ratus 1 in accordance With one embodiment of the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The cloth evaluation apparatus 1 is composed of: a lever
handle measuring unit 10, Which can be operated by an opera

[0020] FIG. 1 is a partially sectional schematic con?gura
tion vieW shoWing a cloth evaluation apparatus in accordance
With one embodiment of the invention;
[0021] FIG. 2 is a sectional explanation vieW shoWing a
stationary section and a pusher of a mover facing to each other
With a cloth betWeen them;
[0022] FIG. 3 is a sectional explanation vieW shoWing a

tor With one hand; and a control box 50 for processing load

point of time When a piercing force measuring portion sticks
one side of the cloth;
[0023] FIG. 4 is a sectional explanation vieW shoWing a

and displacement detecting signals, as mentioned later, Which
are input from the measuring unit 10. The control box 50
includes a microcomputer base controller 51 having CPU,

ROM, RAM, input and output interfaces (including A/ D con
verters, D/A converters, ampli?ers, etc.), a display 52 for
displaying results processed by the controller 51, a poWer
source circuit (not shoWn) and the like.
[0039] The measuring unit 10 comprises: a stationary sec
tion 20 Which includes a measuring member 21 having a

state just before the piercing force measuring portion comes

measuring part 22 Which is tapered and almost columnar and

through the cloth;

Which Will be passed through a cloth c in order to evaluate the
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piercing property, the cutting property and the like of the cloth
c; an elongated columnar bar-like mover 3 0 Which is arranged

concentrically With the measuring part 22 in the stationary
section 20 and Which can be moved toWard the measuring part
22; a mover driving mechanism 40 Which can move the mover

30 forWardly (on the left side in FIG. 1) from an initial
position shoWn in FIG. 1 (hereinafter referred to “the initial
position” as to the mover 30 and an operation lever 41 in FIG.

1) toWard the stationary section 20 by an operator gripping the
operation lever 41; and a frame body 11 Which integrally
supports the stationary section 20, the mover 30 and the
mover driving mechanism 40. The mover 30 and the mover

With respect to the operation lever 41 except for the lever
upper portion 41'. The mover driving mechanism 40 further
includes a spring 45 betWeen the lever upper portion 41' and
the front Wall 1311 of the rear frame 13. The spring 45 pushes
the lever upper portion 41' rearWard (in the clockWise direc
tion) and sets the operation lever 41 as in in a non-operational
state, in the initial position. A reference numeral 46 indicates
a ?xed grip Which extends doWnWard from the bottom Wall
130 of the rear frame 13. To operate the operation lever 41, an

operator grips the operation lever 41 With the thumb holding
the ?xed grip 46. When an operator grips the operation lever
41 from the FIG. 1 state, the operation lever 41 is rotated in the

driving mechanism 40 constitute a cloth/measuring member

counterclockWise direction around the ?xed shaft 42 as the

moving means. Hereinafter, unless front and rear directions
are otherWise speci?ed, the left side and the right side in FIG.
1 are referred to as front and rear, respectively. Upper and
loWer directions are also based on FIG. 1. The frame body 11
is composed of a front frame 12 Which is a reversed U-shaped
frame and a box-like rear frame 13 (its side is opened in FIG.
1). The front and rear frames 12 and 13 are integrated such

center, and the lever upper portion 41' is displaced forWard (in
the counterclockWise direction) against the pushing force of
the spring 45. With this displacement, the link 44 pulls the

that a rear arm 12b of the front frame 12 and a front Wall 1311

driving transmitter 43 forWard, causing the mover 30 to move

forWard. After that, When the operator releases the operation
lever 41, the spring 45 recovers so as to push the lever upper
portion 41' rearWard. Then, in a contrary manner to the above
mentioned one, the link 44 and the driving transmitter 43 are

of the rear frame 13 are Welded. The stationary section 20 is
provided at a loWer end 1211' of a front arm 12a of the front

displaced rearWard, returning the mover 30 backWard.

frame 12 such that the tip 22A' of the measuring part 22 of the
measuring member 21 faces rearWard, as described in detail
later. The mover 30 is supported by a bearing 15 provided in
an opening 14 Which passes through a loWer portion of the

comprises: the measuring member 21 Which is exchangeable
and has the measuring part 22; a cylindrical elastic member

rear arm 12b of the front frame 12 and the front Wall 1311 of the
rear frame 13 continuously in the front and rear direction. The
bearing 15 alloWs the mover 30 to be moved forWard and
rearWard. In a rear portion of the mover 30, there is formed a

holloW 33. A spline shaft 16 is conformably inserted into the
holloW 33, the spline shaft 16 extending forWard from a rear
Wall 13b of the rear frame 13 in a cantilever manner. Thereby,

the mover 30 is supported by the spline shaft 16 such that the
mover 30 cannot be rotated. A pulse coder 16'as a displace

ment detecting means is incorporated in the spline shaft 16 for
real-time detecting displacement amounts from the initial
position of the mover 30. The pulse coder 16' is connected
through a signal line 53 to the controller 51 in the control box
50.

[0040]

[0042]

With reference to FIG. 2, the stationary section 20

23 made of urethane rubber and the like, Which is arranged
around and concentrically With the measuring part 22 of the
measuring member 21; and an almost cylindrical attachment
24 Which supports an almost columnar proximal portion 21'
of the measuring member 21 and a proximal portion of the
elastic member 23 and detachably ?xes the measuring mem
ber 21 and the elastic member 23 to a stationary section ?xing
part 18 Which is formed on the loWer end 1211' of the front arm
12a of the front frame 12. The elastic member 23 constitutes
a part of the cloth supporting means and can alWays push the
cloth c at around a passing-through point on the stationary
section 20-side surface ca of the cloth c over a period While
the pusher 31 of the mover 30 pushes the cloth c forWard and

the measuring part 22 passes through the cloth c rearWard.
Hereinafter, the front surface or the stationary section 20-side
surface ca of the cloth c is referred to as “?rst surface ca,” and

Further, the mover 30 has a pusher 31 to push the

the rear surface or the mover 30-side surface is referred to as

cloth c forWard, Which is exposed in front of the rear arm 12b

“second surface cb.” The outer diameter of the proximal por
tion 21' of the measuring member 21 is greater than that of the
measuring part 22 and is constant (except for a diameter

of the front frame 12. The pusher 31 is a thick circular plate
like portion having the outer diameter greater than that of the
mover 30 except for the pusher 31, and cannot pass through
the bearing 15 in the opening 14. The front surface of the
pusher 31 serves as a pushing surface 31' to push the cloth c.
The pushing surface 31' constitutes a part of a cloth support

expanded portion 21"), and the proximal portion 21' includes
on its proximal end the diameter-expanded portion 21" Who se
outer diameter is further expanded in a stepped manner. The

attachment 24 includes a measuring member supporting part

ing means. In the pusher 3 1, there is formed a columnar cavity
32 extending rearWard from a center portion on the pushing
surface 31', and the columnar cavity 32 is for receiving the
measuring part 22 Which has passed through the cloth c at the
time of measuring as described later.
[0041] The mover driving mechanism 40 includes: the

including the diameter-expanded portion 21" of the measur
ing member 21, an elastic member receiving part 24b for
receiving the proximal portion of the elastic member 23, and
a frame connecting part 24c for detachably connecting to the
stationary section ?xing part 18 of the front frame 12 such as

operation lever 41 Which protrudes doWnWardly through an

by a threaded manner, a press-?tted manner and the like. The

opening 17 of a bottom Wall 130 of the rear frame 13; a ?xed

axial length of the measuring member supporting part 2411 of
the attachment 24 is equal to the axial length of the proximal
portion 21' of the measuring member 21. A stepped boundary
betWeen the proximal portion 21' received in the measuring
member supporting part 24a and the measuring part 22 is

shaft 42 for rotatably supporting the operation lever 41; a
driving transmitter 43 Which is ?xed onto the rear end of the
mover 3 0; and a link 44 Which is interposed betWeen an upper

portion 41' of the operation lever 41 (hereinafter referred to as
“lever upper portion”) and the driving transmitter 43 in order
to transmit the motion of the operation lever 41 to the driving
transmitter 43. The lever upper portion 41' is slightly angled

2411 for conformably receiving the proximal portion 21'

?ush With the distal end surface of the attachment 24. The
stationary section 20 includes a load cell 25 as a load detect

ing means, Which is disposed adjacent to the bottom surface
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of the measuring member 21 behind its diameter-expanded

[0045]

portion 21" (on the side opposite to the measuring part 22).

ing force measuring portion 22A of the measuring part 22

FIG. 3 shoWs a state Where the tip 22A' of the pierc

The load cell 25 can detect in real time the load of the mea

sticks a point on the ?rst surface ca of the cloth c as the

suring member 21 being pushed proximally at the time of
measuring. The load cell 25 is connected through a signal line

pushing surface 31' of the pusher 31 of the mover 30 pushes

The measuring part 22 of the measuring member 21

the cloth c forWard. At this time, the elastic member 23 of the
stationary section 20 supports the cloth c at around a passing
through point (expected) on the ?rst surface ca of the cloth c.

includes on the distal side the piercing force measuring por
tion 22A for detecting the piercing force With the cloth c; a

The pushing surface 3 1' of the pusher 3 1 supports a peripheral
part of the passing-through point on the second surface cb of

cutting force measuring portion 22B for detecting the cutting

the cloth c While pushing the cloth c forWard. As the cloth c is

force With the cloth c, Which is formed adjacent proximally to

pushed forWard by the pusher 31 from the FIG. 3 state, the
piercing force measuring portion 22A moves relatively rear
Ward (in the passing direction) in the cloth c While expanding

54 to the controller 51 in the control box 50.

[0043]

the piercing force measuring portion 22A, and a measuring
part-proximal portion 22' Which is columnar and Whose outer
diameter is constant. The piercing force measuring portion
22A has an acute tip 22A' and a piercing force measuring
portion-proximal end 22A". The outer diameter of the pierc

ing force measuring portion 22A gradually increases proxi
mally from the tip 22A' and becomes maximum at the pierc

ing force measuring portion-proximal end 22A". The
piercing force measuring portion 22A can pass through the

a grain of the cloth c as shoWn in FIG. 4. Also at this time, the

pushing surface 31' of the pusher 31 begins compressing the
elastic member 23 via the cloth c. The elastic member 23
supports the ?rst surface ca of the cloth c While expanding

radially outWard and shrinking axially. Therefore, the cloth c
cannot be taken along rearWard by the piercing force measur
ing portion 22A. When the cloth c is further pushed forWard
from the FIG. 4 state, as shoWn in FIG. 5, the tip 22A' of the

cloth c While expanding a grain of the cloth c after sticking a
point on the cloth c by the tip 22A'. The cutting force mea
suring portion 22B includes an annular depression 22Ba in

piercing force measuring portion 22A comes through the

Which its diameter is decreased in a stepped manner on the

At this time, folloWing the piercing force measuring portion

proximal side of the piercing force measuring portion-proxi

22A, the cutting force measuring portion 22B comes in the
cloth c. Then, a cloth part c', Which has been spread out by the

mal end 22A" (on the proximal side With respect to the mea

cloth c rearWard and comes into the cavity 32 of the pusher 3 1.

suring member 21), the cross-section of the depression 22Ba
being rectangular. The depression 22Ba is de?ned by a distal

piercing force measuring portion-proximal end 22A",

face 22Ba‘, a shear face 22Bb or a proximal face, and a

measuring portion 22B. As the cutting force measuring por

depression bottom face 22Ba" Which extends parallel to the
axis of the measuring member 21 betWeen the radially inner

tion 22B moves relatively rearWard, the cloth part c' Which
has come in the depression 22Ba is pushed rearWard by the

restores to come into the depression 22Ba of the cutting force

ends of the distal face 22Ba‘ and the shear face 22Bb. The

shear face 22Bb of the depression 22Ba against the pushing

outer diameter of the measuring part-proximal portion 22' of
the measuring member 21 is slightly greater than that of the
piercing force measuring portion-proximal end 22A". At the
periphery of the shear face 22Bb, an edge 22Bc is formed

surface 31' of the pusher 31 and then cut aWay from the cloth
c by the edge 22Bc of the depression 22Ba. As shoWn in FIG.

Which is de?ned by the shear face 22Bb and the outer surface

elastic member 23 keeps supporting the ?rst surface ca of the
cloth c While further expanding radially outWard and shrink
ing axially. FIG. 7 shoWs a state Where the cutting force

of the measuring part-proximal portion 22' of the measuring
member 21. When the cutting force measuring portion 22B

6, the cut cloth part c', staying in the depression 22Ba, is
conveyed into the cavity 32 of the pusher 31. At this time, the

passes through the cloth c, the portion 22B can receive a part

measuring portion 22B completes the passing through the

c' (see FIG. 6) of the cloth c in the depression 22Ba, and then
separate the part c' from the cloth c by the shear face 22Bb
pushing the part c' in the passing direction.
[0044] Next, a state of using the cloth evaluation apparatus
1 as con?gured above Will be described beloW. Firstly, the
cloth c as a measuring target is vertically arranged betWeen
the stationary section 20 and the pusher 31 of the mover 30.

cloth c and the elastic member 23 is completely crushed in the
axial direction. At this time, the mover 30 is restrained from

Then, by the operator griping the operation lever 41, the
mover 30 is moved forWard from the initial position via the

mover driving mechanism 40, and then the pushing surface
31' of the pusher 31 pushes the cloth c against the measuring
part 22 of the measuring member 21 of the stationary section
20. Thereby, the measuring part 22 passes through the cloth c
rearWard. At the time of passing, the load being applied to the
measuring member 21 is detected by the load cell 25, and the
displacement amount from the initial position of the mover 3 0
is detected by the pulse coder 16'. These detection signals are
real-time sent through the signal lines 54, 53 to the controller
51, and the measurement results are displayed on the display

52. The foregoing measuring operation can be completed in
only several seconds after the operator starts to handle the
operation lever 41. The process of the measuring part 22 of the
measuring member 21 passing through the cloth c Will be
described beloW in more detail.

moving forWard any further.
[0046]

FIG. 8 is a graph shoWing results of the controller

51's processing of the load and displacement detecting signals
from the load cell 25 and the pulse coder 16, the graph being
displayed on the display 52. In the graph, the amount of
displacement (mm) from the initial position of the mover 30
is taken on the lateral axis, and the load (N) being applied to
the measuring member 21 is taken on the vertical axis, respec
tively. Until the tip 22A' of the measuring member 21 contacts
the cloth c after the mover 30 begins moving from the initial
position, the load applied to the measuring member 21 is Zero.
After the cloth c is made contact With the tip 22A' of the
measuring member 21, the load begins to be detected, and the
load increases as the cloth c is displaced forWard. HoWever,

When the tip 22A' of the piercing force measuring portion
22A has just pierced the cloth c (in the FIG. 4 to FIG. 5 state),
the increase in the load stops, and then the load slightly
decreases. A small peak valueA Which is the start point of this
change is rated as the pulling force With the cloth c. Just after
the change, When the shear face 22Bb and the edge 22Bc of

the cutting force measuring portion 22B is cutting the cloth
part c' in the depression 22Ba from the cloth c, the load
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sharply increases. Then, once the cloth part c' is separated
from the cloth c (in the FIG. 5 to FIG. 6 state), the load sharply
decreases. This peak value B is rated as the cutting force With
the cloth c.

[0047] FIG. 9 is a sectional explanation vieW showing tWo
kinds of the measuring members 21, 61, each of Which can be

exchangeably attached to the stationary section ?xing part 18

member 71 corresponding to the proximal portion 21' of the
measuring member 21 further extends on the distal side, and

accordingly a measuring part-proximal portion 72' corre
sponding to the measuring part-proximal portion 22' of the
measuring member 21 is made short in the axial direction.

Therefore, the stepped boundary betWeen the measuring part
proximal portion 72' and the proximal portion 71' is posi

of the front frame 12 via the same attachment 24. The mea

tioned on the distal side rather than the distal surface of the

suring member 21 is one as described above With the piercing

measuring member supporting part 24a of the attachment 24.

force measuring portion 22A and the cutting force measuring

Then, this boundary can serve as a cloth thickness measuring

portion 22B. The measuring member 61 is one for measuring

portion 72C to compress the cloth c Without passing through
the cloth c. With the measuring member 71, the pulling force

the thickness of the cloth c at the time of applying a prede
termined pres sure thereto. To use the measuring member 21,

the tip 22A' of the measuring member 21 is passed through the
measuring member supporting part 24a of the attachment 24
from the attachment’ s proximal side to the distal side, and the

With the cloth c can be measured by the piercing force mea

suring portion 72A, and then the cutting force With the cloth
c can be measured by the cutting force measuring portion
72B, and after that the cloth thickness can be measured by the

proximal portion 21' of the measuring member 21 including
the diameter-expanded portion 21" is ?tted in the measuring
member supporting part 24a. Then, the frame connecting part

cloth thickness measuring portion 72C compressing the cloth

24c of the attachment 24 is connected to the stationary section

[0050] FIG. 12 is a sectional explanation vieW partially
shoWing a measuring member 81 Which has only a piercing
force measuring portion 82A. The outer diameter of the pierc

?xing part 18. Before or after this connecting, the proximal
portion of the elastic member 23 is inserted into the elastic
member receiving part 24b. The measuring member 61 has,
on its distal side, a cloth thickness measuring portion 62
Whose diameter is someWhat expanded. The cloth thickness
measuring portion 62 can compress the cloth c against the
pushing surface 31' of the pusher 31 of the mover 30 Without
passing through the cloth c. To use the measuring member 61

having the cloth thickness measuring portion 62, the proximal
end of the measuring member 61 is inserted into the measur

ing member supporting part 24a of the attachment 24 form the
attachment’s distal side to the proximal side, and then the
frame connecting part 24c of the attachment 24 is connected
to the stationary section ?xing part 18. The measuring mem
ber 61 can be attached to the attachment 24 after the frame

connecting part 24c is connected to the stationary section
?xing part 18. The measuring member 61 does not have, on its
proximal side, a diameter-expanded portion like the diam
eter-expanded portion 21" of the measuring member 21. Fur
ther, When the measuring member 61 is used, the elastic
member 23 for pushing the cloth c at the time of passing is not
needed.
[0048] FIG. 10 is a sectional explanation vieW shoWing the
measuring member 61 in use. The measuring member 61 is

?xed to the stationary section ?xing part 18 of the front frame
12 via the attachment 24. By an operator griping the operation
lever 41, the mover 30 moves forWard, and then the pushing
surface 31' of the pusher 31 pushes the cloth part c' against the
cloth thickness measuring portion 62 of the measuring mem
ber 61. Thereby, the cloth c is compressed becoming thinner
gradually. At the time of this compression, the load being
applied to the measuring member 61 and the amount of dis
placement of the mover 30 are detected respectively by the
load cell 25 and the pulse code 16'. Then, the thickness of the

c.

ing force measuring portion 82A gradually expands proxi
mally from the acute tip 82A' and then becomes constant to a

proximal portion 81'. The elastic member 23 and the attach
ment 24 are the same as those shoWn in FIG. 2 etc. (the same

is true of FIG. 13) FIG. 13 is a sectional explanation vieW

partially shoWing a measuring member 91 having only a
cutting force measuring portion 92B. The cutting force mea
suring portion 92B is formed to include a column portion 93
Which protrudes distally and is decreased in diameter from
the proximal portion 91' of the measuring member 91. The
distal end of the column portion 93 is formed to be a cone
shaped holloW as a concave surface 94. In the cutting force

measuring portion 92B, the concave surface 94 can function
as a shear face to push the cloth c, and the peripheral edge of
the concave surface 94 becomes an acute edge 95 With less
than 900 in cross section to cut a part c' of the cloth c. The

measuring member 81 exclusively for measuring the pulling
force in FIG. 12, the measuring member 91 exclusively for
measuring the cutting force in FIG. 13 and the measuring
member 61 exclusively for measuring the cloth thickness in
FIG. 10 etc. are exchangeably mounted the stationary section
?xing part 18 of the front frame 12 via the same attachment
24, as shoWn in FIG. 14.

[0051] FIG. 15 shoWs another example of a measuring
member. This measuring member 131 includes a piercing

force measuring portion 132A similar to the piercing force
measuring portion 82A of the measuring member 81 shoWn in
FIG. 12 and a cloth thickness measuring portion 132C similar
to the cloth thickness measuring portion 72C of the measur

cloth c at the time of When the compressing load reaches the

ing member 71 shoWn in FIG. 11. HoWever, the measuring
member 131 does not have a cutting force measuring portion.
The reference numeral 131' indicates a proximal portion of
the measuring member 131. FIG. 16 shoWs still another

predetermined value (for example, 200 N) is rated as the cloth

example of the measuring member. This measuring member

thickness.
[0049] FIG. 11 is a sectional explanation vieW shoWing still
another measuring member 71 in use. The measuring member
71 includes a piercing force measuring portion 72A and a

141 includes a cutting force measuring portion 142B similar
to the cutting force measuring portion 92B of the measuring

cutting force measuring portion 72B, Which are similar to the

72C of the measuring member 71 shoWn in FIG. 1 1. HoWever,
the measuring member 141 does not have a piercing force
measuring portion. A reference numeral 141' indicates a

piercing force measuring portion 22A and the cutting force
measuring portion 22B of the measuring member 21, respec
tively. HoWever, a proximal portion 71'of the measuring

member 91 shoWn in FIG. 13 and a cloth thickness measuring

portion 142C similar to the cloth thickness measuring portion

proximal portion of the measuring member 141.
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same reference numerals are used. An elastic member 23' is

[0059]
[0060]
[0061]
[0062]

constituted by a coil spring. The proximal portion of the
elastic member 23' is supported by the elastic member receiv

[0063] 22A', 82A' tip p 22A" piercing force measuring

[0052] FIG. 17 shows another example of the elastic mem
ber. The measuring member 21 and the attachment 24 are
substantially the same as those shoWn in FIG. 2 etc., so the

ing part 24b of the attachment 24, and an annular cloth sup
port member 23" is attached to the distal end of the elastic
member 23'. The elastic member 23' can support the cloth c by
pushing the cloth support member 23" at around a passing
through point on the ?rst surface ca of the cloth c as the

measuring part 22 of the measuring member 21 passes
through the cloth c.

[0053] FIG. 18 shoWs another example of a measuring unit
100 in the cloth evaluation apparatus in accordance With the
present invention. Concerning substantially the same con
structions as those in the cloth evaluation apparatus 1 as stated

20 stationary section
21, 61, 71, 81, 91, 131 141 measuring member
22 measuring part
22A, 72A, 82A, 132Apiercing force measuring por

tion

portion
[0064] 22B, 72B, 92B, 142B cutting force measuring por
tion

[0065] 22Ba depression
[0066]

22Bb, 94 shear face

[0067] 22Bc, 95 edge
[0068]
[0069]
[0070]

23, 23' elastic member
24 attachment
25 load cell

[0071]

30 mover

coder 16', the measuring member 21, the elastic member 23,
the stationary section 20 including the load cell 25 etc., the

[0072] 31 pusher
[0073] 31' pushing surface
[0074] 32 cavity

mover 30 including the pusher 31 etc., the control box 50
including the controller 51 etc., and the signal lines 53, 54 and

[0075]

40 mover driving mechanism

[0076]

41 operation lever

[0077]
[0078]

50 control box
51 controller

above, speci?cally, the spline shaft 16 including the pulse

so on, the same reference numerals are used, and their expla

nations are omitted. Left and right directions, and upper and
loWer directions are based on FIG. 15. The measuring unit

100 includes a frame body 101 Which is a U-shaped body
facing to the right. At the right end of a loWer arm 10119 of the

frame body 101, the measuring member 21 is disposed such
that the tip 22A' of the measuring part 22 faces upWardly. The
mover 30 is supported, via an upper drive transmitter 111 and

a loWer drive transmitter 112, by a ball screW (feed screW) 110
Which is vertically disposed betWeen an upper arm 101a and
the doWn arm 101b ofthe frame body 101. The ball screW 110
has a male screW (not shoWn) on the outer surface. Each of the
upper and loWer drive transmitters 111, 112 has, on the left
side, an opening through Which the ball screW 110 passes,

each opening has a female screW (not shoWn) to be engaged
With the male screW of the ball screW 110. The spline shaft 16
is provided so as to extend doWnWard from the right end of the
upper arm 10111. A reference numeral 120 indicates a motor
that can rotate the ball screW 110 in one and the other direc

[0079] 52 display
[0080] 62, 72C, 132C, 142C cloth thickness measuring

portion
1. A cloth evaluation apparatus comprising:
a measuring member having, on its distal side, a measuring
part to pass through a cloth;
a cloth/measuring part moving means for moving the cloth
or the measuring member so that the measuring part

passes through the cloth;
a cloth supporting means for supporting the cloth at around

a passing-through point, in the cloth, of the measuring
part from both sides of the cloth When the measuring part
passes through the cloth; and
a load detecting means for detecting a load being applied to
the measuring member While the measuring part passes

through the cloth,

tions. At the time of measuring, a cloth d is placed horizon
tally betWeen the stationary section 20 and the mover 30.
After that, the motor 120 is rotated in the one direction.
Thereby, the ball screW 110 is rotated in the one direction, and
then the upper and loWer drive transmitters 111, 112 are
moved doWnWard, loWering the mover 30 from the initial

Wherein the measuring part includes a piercing force mea

position in FIG. 18. Thereby, the pusher 31 pushes the cloth d
against the measuring part 22 of the measuring member 21,
and the piercing force measuring portion 22A and then the
cutting force measuring portion 22B pass through the cloth d
upWard. At this time, the load being applied to the measuring

a measuring member having, on its distal side, a measuring
part to pass through a cloth;
a cloth/measuring part moving means for moving the cloth
or the measuring member so that the measuring part

member 21 and the displacement amount of the mover 30 are

a cloth supporting means for supporting the cloth at around

detected by the load cell 25 and the pulse coder 16', respec
tively and sent to the controller 51. After the measurements
are done, as the motor 120 is rotated in the other direction, the
mover 30 can be lifted to return to the initial position.

DESCRIPTION OF REFERENCE NUMBERS

[0054]
[0055]

c, d cloth
1 cloth evaluation apparatus

[0056]
[0057]
[0058]

10, 100 measuring unit
11 frame body
16' pulse coder

suring portion Whose outer diameter gradually decreases
toWard its acute tip and, after the tip sticks the cloth, the
piercing force measuring portion can pass through the
cloth While expanding a grain of the cloth.
2. A cloth evaluation apparatus comprising:

passes through the cloth;
a passing-through point, in the cloth, of the measuring
part from both sides of the cloth When the measuring part
passes through the cloth; and
a load detecting means for detecting a load being applied to
the measuring member While the measuring part passes

through the cloth,
Wherein the measuring part includes a cutting force mea
suring portion having a shear face Which can push a part
of the cloth in the passing direction to separate the part
from the cloth as the measuring part passes through the
cloth.
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3. A cloth evaluation apparatus comprising:
a measuring member having, on its distal side, a measuring
part to pass through a cloth;
a cloth/measuring part moving means for moving the cloth
or the measuring member so that the measuring part

passes through the cloth;
a cloth supporting means for supporting the cloth at around

a passing-through point, in the cloth, of the measuring
part from both sides of the cloth When the measuring part
passes through the cloth; and
a load detecting means for detecting a load being applied to
the measuring member While the measuring part passes

through the cloth,
Wherein the measuring part includes a piercing force mea

suring portion Whose outer diameter gradually decreases
toWard its acute tip and, after the tip sticks the cloth, the
piercing force measuring portion can pass through the
cloth While expanding a grain of the cloth, Wherein the
measuring part includes a cutting force measuring por

tion adjacent proximally to the piercing force measuring
portion, the cutting force measuring portion having a
shear face Which can push a part of the cloth in the
passing direction to separate the part from the cloth as

the measuring part passes through the cloth.
4. The cloth evaluation apparatus according to claim 3,
Wherein the cutting force measuring portion includes an
annular depression With a decreased outer diameter betWeen

the proximal end of the piercing force measuring portion and
the shear face, the outer diameter of the proximal end being
maximum in the piercing force measuring portion, and a
surface, in the annular depression, on the proximal side of the
measuring member serves as the shear face.

5. The cloth evaluation apparatus according to claim 1,
including a displacement detecting means for detecting a
displacement amount of the measuring part With respect to
the cloth.
6. The cloth evaluation apparatus according to claim 3,
Wherein the measuring part includes a cloth thickness mea

suring portion, to compress the cloth, proximally from the

cutting force measuring portion.
7. The cloth evaluation apparatus according to claim 1,
Wherein the cloth supporting means includes an elastic mem

ber Which can support the cloth While folloWing the move
ment of the cloth or the measuring member.

8. A cloth evaluation apparatus comprising:
a measuring member having, on its distal side, a measuring
part to pass through or compress a cloth;

a cloth/measuring part moving means for moving the cloth
or the measuring member so that the measuring part
passes through or compresses the cloth;
a cloth supporting means for supporting the cloth at around

a passing-through point, in the cloth, of the measuring
part from both sides of the cloth When the measuring part
passes through the cloth or from one side of the cloth

When the measuring part compresses the cloth from the
other side of the cloth;
a load detecting means for detecting a load being applied to
the measuring member While the measuring part passes
through or compresses the cloth; and

a displacement detecting means for detecting a displace
ment amount of the measuring part With respect to the

cloth,
Wherein as the measuring member, a ?rst measuring mem
ber and a second measuring member can be exchange

ably used,
Wherein the measuring part of the ?rst measuring member
is a piercing force measuring portion Whose outer diam
eter gradually decreases toWard its acute tip and, after
the tip sticks the cloth, the piercing force measuring
portion can pass through the cloth While expanding a

grain of the cloth,
Wherein the measuring part of the second measuring mem
ber is a cutting force measuring portion having a shear
face Which can push a part of the cloth in the passing
direction to separate the part from the cloth as the mea

suring part passes through the cloth.
9. The cloth evaluation apparatus according to claim 8,
Wherein as the measuring member, the ?rst measuring mem
ber, the second measuring member and a third measuring
member can be exchangeably used, and the measuring part of
third the measuring member is a cloth thickness measuring
portion to compress the cloth.
10. A cloth evaluation apparatus comprising:
a measuring member having, on its distal side, a measuring
part to pass through or compress a cloth;

a cloth/measuring part moving means for moving the cloth
or the measuring member so that the measuring part
passes through or compresses the cloth;
a cloth supporting means for supporting the cloth at around
a passing-through point, in the cloth, of the measuring
part from both sides of the cloth When the measuring part
passes through the cloth or from one side of the cloth

When the measuring part compresses the cloth from the
other side of the cloth;
a load detecting means for detecting a load being applied to
the measuring member While the measuring part passes
through or compresses the cloth; and
a displacement detecting means for detecting a displace
ment amount of the measuring part With respect to the

cloth,
Wherein as the measuring member, a ?rst measuring mem
ber and a second measuring member can be exchange

ably used,
Wherein the measuring part of the ?rst measuring member
includes a piercing force measuring portion Whose outer
diameter gradually decreases toWard its acute tip and,
after the tip sticks the cloth, the piercing force measuring
portion can pass through the cloth While expanding a
grain of the cloth, and the measuring part includes a

cutting force measuring portion adjacent proximally to
the piercing force measuring portion, the cutting force
measuring portion having a shear face Which can push a
part of the cloth in the passing direction to separate the
part from the cloth as the measuring part passes through
the cloth, and Wherein the measuring part of the second
measuring member is a cloth thickness measuring por
tion to compress the cloth.
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